Overcome the challenges of data management

Companies create large volumes of data across their business both internally and through related external software systems. Users need to translate this data into concise information that makes sense for business analysis and communication to internal and external customers.

The ability to show data from multiple data sources in a single query is a powerful way to integrate data and allows users to make better, more informed decisions. TransLution™ EazyQuery searches internal and third-party databases, presents information in custom-tailored screen views with drill-down, print and export-to-spreadsheet capabilities. The query tool automates processing, publishing and email distribution of query reports on a schedule for internal and external users.

Users may dynamically group queried data and drill to deeper levels of detail using secondary queries aiding with decision-making. TransLution™ EazyQuery presents predetermined views of any required transactional data such as deliveries, invoices, transfers, job issue and receipt information on-screen. Dynamic view controls mean you no longer have to print long reports then search for details manually or dump data to spreadsheets and engineer pivot tables every time you need to find a set of information. Basic calculations are available and each view may be customized for users in different company departments. Access to views is controlled in User Security to protect confidential information.

TransLution™ EazyQuery views may be printed from screen, published in spreadsheets or in custom-defined reports. Reports can be scheduled for recurring processing and email distribution. If you can define it, the TransLution™ EazyQuery can help you create it.

*Managers like the TransLution™ EazyQuery because it is the easiest and fastest way to unlock and publish business information.*
CREATING CUSTOMISED QUERIES HAS NEVER BEEN EASIER

TransLution™ EazyQuery

Information can be grouped and summed with details available by clicking on the sign.

Dynamic data filters and arguments are easily modified.

Reports Schedule Window
Schedule reports for automated processing and email distribution.

Data viewing options
Multiple ways to view, group, sum and export data.

Data can be printed directly from the view or it can be exported to Excel.

- Predefined and customised data queries across TransLution™, ERP Systems and other 3rd party systems
- Print query from the screen, print a report or move query data into an Excel spreadsheet
- Use secondary queries to drill into deeper detail
- Use calculations and dynamic grouping of query data
- User security on each query view to protect sensitive financial information
- Inventory transactions include as adjustments, transfers, issues and receipts grouped by stock code and scanner user